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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR) 

MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA) 
(RAILWAY BOARD) 

 
No. TCR/1394/83/6 Pt  (A)                                                 New Delhi, dated     13.06.2006 
 
The Chief Commercial Managers 
All Indian Railways. 
 
 Sub:  Tare weighment of empty wagons supplied to steel plants. 
 
 In terms of Board’s letter of even number dated 05.09.2005 (Rates Circular No.52 
of 2005), validity of the permission to tare weigh the empty wagons supplied to steel 
plants was extended for a further period of one year beyond 26.8.2005, subject to the 
fulfillment of all the terms and conditions stipulated in the Board’s letter of even number 
dated 28.10.2003 (Rates Circular No.26 of 2003). 
 
2.0  In terms of para 2 of Board’s letter of even number dated 28.10.2003, the 
methodology for calculation of payload was advised.   The matter has been reviewed and 
it has been decided to replace the para 2 of Board’s letter of even number dated 
28.10.2003 by the following para:  
  
“2.0    (a) The permissible carrying capacity of the wagons will be 86 tonnes minus the      
 actual tare weight of the wagon.  

 
Illustration   i) Let the stenciled tare of a BOXN wagon be 23 tonnes and actual tare be 22 

tonnes. If the actual gross load is 85 tonnes, the chargeable weight at normal 
freight rate shall be 86-22=64 tonne.  If the actual gross load is up to 88 
tonnes (within loading tolerance of 2 tonnes), the chargeable weight at normal 
freight rate shall be 88-22=66 tonnes.   However, if the actual gross load is 89 
tonnes i.e. beyond loading tolerance of 2 tonne, the chargeable weight at 
normal freight rate shall be 86-22=64 tonnes and punitive charge shall be 
levied on 89-86=3 tonnes. 

 
 ii) Let the stenciled tare of a BOXN wagon be 23 tonnes and actual tare be 24 

tonnes. If the actual gross load is 85 tonnes, the chargeable weight at normal 
freight rate shall be 86-24=62 tonne.  If the actual gross load is up to 88 
tonnes (within loading tolerance of 2 tonnes), the chargeable weight at normal 
freight rate shall be 88-24=64 tonnes.   However, if the actual gross load is 89 
tonnes i.e. beyond loading tolerance of 2 tonne, the chargeable weight at 
normal freight rate shall be 86-24=62 tonnes and punitive charge shall be 
levied on 89-86=3 tonnes. 
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 (b) However, in case weighment of empty tare has been done and it is not possible 
to weigh the loaded wagons for reasons like weighbridge going defective, the  
permissible carrying capacity shall be worked out as under: - 

       
i) In case of wagons where the permissible carrying capacity is standardized 
weight like 65 tonnes, 60.8 tonnes, etc.  The permissible carrying capacity of 
the wagons would be arrived by adding the difference between the actual tare 
and the stenciled tare to the permissible carrying capacity if the actual tare is 
less than the stenciled tare weight,  

Or 
                     Subtracting the difference between the actual tare weight and the stenciled tare               

           weight from the permissible carrying capacity, if the actual tare weight is more  
                      than the stenciled tareweight.  

  
ii) In case of wagons where the permissible carrying capacity is defined as 
CC+4, CC+5 etc. Carrying capacity (CC) of the wagons would be arrived by 
adding the difference between the actual tare and the stenciled tare to the 
stenciled carrying capacity if the actual tare is less than the stenciled tare 
weight,  

Or 
 Subtracting the difference between the actual tare weight and the stenciled 

tare weight from the stenciled carrying capacity, if the actual tare weight is 
more than the stenciled tare weight  

 
 Illustration:  (i) If the stenciled CC of a wagon = 58 tonnes, stenciled tare= 23 tonnes, 

actual    tare= 22 tonnes, then the actual CC would be 58+(23-22) =59 
tonnes. If the PCC of the wagon is, say, CC+4 tonnes (as in case of BOXN), 
then the PCC of the wagon in this case would be 59+4=63 tonnes. 

 
 (ii) If the stenciled CC of a wagon = 58 tonnes, stenciled tare= 23 tonnes, 
actual tare= 24 tonnes, then the actual CC would be 58-(24-23) =57 tonnes. 
If the PCC of the wagon is, say, CC+5 tonnes (as in case of BOBRN), then 
the PCC of the wagon in this case would be 57+5=62 tonnes.” 

 
  (iii) If the permissible CC of a wagon for steel = 60 tonnes (as in case of 
BCN wagon), stenciled tare= 23 tonnes, actual tare= 24 tonnes, then the 
permissible CC would be 60-(24-23) =59 tonnes.” 

 
  (c)  However, if weighment of the empty tare is not possible for any reason 

such as non-functioning of the weighbridges, the charging will be done as 
in normal cases. 
 

3.0 All other terms and conditions will continue to apply unchanged. 
 
4.0 These instructions will come into force w.e.f. 24.06.2006.  However, the past cases 
not dealt according to these instructions but settled finally, shall not be re-opened. 
  
5.0  This issues with the concurrence of the Finance Directorate of the Ministry of 
Railways. 
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6.0 Issue necessary instructions to all concerned and acknowledge receipt of this letter. 
  

 
 

(N.K.Parsuramka) 
 Director, Traffic Commercial(R) 

Railway Board. 
 

No. TCR/1394/83/6 Pt  (A)                                                New Delhi, dated   13.06.2006 
 
Copy for information and necessary action to :- 

1.  FA & CAOs, All Indian Railways 
2.  Dy.C&AG (Rlys.), Room No.222, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi with 6 spares copies. 

 
 

for Financial Commissioner(Railways) 
 

No. TCR/1394/83/6 Pt   (A)                                                New Delhi, dated    13.06.2006           
  

 Copy for information and necessary action to: - 
1. The General Managers, All Indian Railways 
2. Executive Director, CRIS Chanakya Puri, New Delhi-23. 
3. The Chief Administrative Officer, FOIS, Northern Railway, CRIS, 
     Chanakya Puri, New Delhi-23. 
4.  Managing Director, Konkan Railway Corporation, Belapur Bhavan, Sector-11,      

CBD Belapur, New Mumbai-400614. 
5.  Director General, Railway Staff College, Vadodara. 
6.  GS/IRCA, New Delhi for carrying out necessary changes in the concerned  
 GoodsTariff and issuing correction slips in this regard. 
7.   Director, Indian Railways Institute of Transport Management, Campus: Hardoi    

Bye Pass Road, Village & Post office, Kanausi, Manaknagar, Lucknow. 
8.  Managing Director, Pipavav Railway Corporation Ltd., Jeevan Tara Building, Ist  
 Floor, Gate No.4, Sansad Marg, New Delhi – 110001.  

 

 
                                                                                                  (N.K.Parsuramka) 

Director, Traffic Comml. (Rates) 
                                                                                                    Railway Board. 

Copy to: -  
 CRB, FC, MT, 
 AM (Vig), AM (T&C), AM (C&IS), AM(C), Adv. (T), Adv. (F),  

EDTC(R), ED (FM), EDPG, EDPM, ED (T&C), EDTT (F), EDTT (M), EDVT, 
EDTT (S), EDME (Frt), & EDF(C&RM) 
JD (FM), DDTC(R), DDTT TC (CR), TC-I, TC-II, TC-III, TC-IV, TT-I, TT-II, TT-III, TC (FM), 

FC Branches of Railway Board.  



 


